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1. Introduction

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

• Senior Quantity Surveyor

2. Market data

This section presents the market data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources of 

information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the widest 

possible assessment of the market for this role.  

2.1. Market salary data 

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time Senior 

Quantity Surveyor. 

2.1.1. Official earnings data 

The data provided below is based on the Government’s latest Annual Survey of Hours and 

Earnings (ASHE), for April 2017. This survey, conducted by the Office for National Statistics, 

provides a snapshot of earnings each April and is based on a 1% sample of National Insurance 

numbers. ASHE is considered a reliable source of official earnings data.  

The following table details the median and average UK gross annual pay for full time employees 

in the closest-matched occupational category. It also provides information on the annual 

percentage change which can be an indicator of labour market pressures.  
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Annual pay - Gross (£)1 - For full-time employee jobs: United Kingdom, 2017 

Description Code 

No. of 

jobs 

(000s) 

Median 

£ 

Annual 

percentage 

change % 

Average 

£ 

Annual 

percentage 

change % 

      Quantity 

surveyors 
2433 26 42,582  - 44,009 6.7 

Source: Table 14.7a, ASHE 2017. 

2.1.2. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing market for many non-medical roles, particularly in education, 

given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS.  

Senior Surveyors in the NHS are typically employed on Band 8a and the current salary range is 

between £42,414 to £49,969 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South.  

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,326 and a

maximum payment of £6,663;

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,659 and a

maximum payment of £4,664;

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,000 and a maximum

payment of £1,733.

1 Gross pay excludes bonuses but includes basic pay, shift premium payments, overtime pay, paid 
leave, maternity pay, sick pay and other pay. 
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2.1.3. IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our internal database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers and employee bodies 

through surveys and data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service.  

 

Surveyor, job level 8, whole economy – region breakdown 

Region 
Salary 

count 

Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 
Median 

Upper 

quartile 
Average 

National rate 55 53 £37,076 £42,362 £64,581 £50,196 

South West data insufficient 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

Surveyor, job level 8, whole economy – sector breakdown 

Sector/industry 
Salary 

count 

Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 
Median 

Upper 

quartile 
Average 

Whole UK economy 55 53 £37,090 £42,382 £65,510 £50,575 

Private sector services 12 12 £54,859 £64,581 £75,600 - 

Public sector 43 41 £34,236 £38,394 £42,362 £38,446 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

2.1.4. Other sources 

The RICS and McDonald & Company UK rewards and attitudes survey is a specialist survey for 

the property market which contains data from around 7,000 UK surveying professionals. The 

sample primarily covers the private sector.  

 

Estates Surveyor 

Source Job match Count Median 

RICS survey 
Estate Surveyor (in-house), Associate/Manager, 

private sector, national 
16 £55,792 

Source: RICS and McDonalds UK rewards and attitudes survey 

 

2.2. Commentary 

The RICS survey showed that pay for property professionals reached a 10-year high in 2018, 

with year-on-year growth of 12% - the highest rate since the 2009 financial crash. IDR has also 

seen from its regular monitoring that demand for qualified property professionals has grown, as 
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indicated by a renewed focus on benchmarking for surveyor roles. The rise of short-term 

contracts covering qualified surveyors and other property and project professionals has also 

placed more pressure on pay for permanent roles. The day rate for a Senior Quantity Survey is 

typically around £400, which equates to an annual salary of around £100,000.  

 

2.3. Benefits 

Typical benefit provision for Senior Quantity Surveyors is as follows: 

Benefit Comments 

Holidays 25 days plus bank holidays, plus additional service-related holidays 

Bonus Annual bonuses are typically worth 10-15% in the private sector 

Company cars 
Many private sector firms provide company cars or a company car 

allowance 

Pension contributions 

Private sector pensions are usually provided on a defined contribution 

basis (ie money purchase or group personal pension) and employer 

contributions tend to be far lower than those in the university sector at 

around 5-10%  
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3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

 

3.1. Data and summary 

Senior Quantity Surveyor – advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £57,500 £67,500 

 

Senior Quantity Surveyor - job advertisements 

Reference 

ID 
Organisation Job title Min Max Hours Extras 

W1 
University of 

Reading 

Senior Quantity 

Surveyor 

(contract role) 

£400 £400 Contract 

4-month 

contract 

role 

In1 Novo 
Senior Quantity 

Surveyor  
£65,000 £75,000 

Full 

Time 
 

AC366 Novartis 
Senior Quantity 

Surveyor  
£50,000 £60,000 

Full 

Time 
 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  
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Senior Quantity Surveyor
Novo UK - Bristol

£65,000 - £75,000 a year

You'll certainly be standing on the podium with this top 3 Main Contractor

Turning over a whopping £7 billion with multiple offices working across a range of sectors, you will know that you

are working with a force in the industry. With projects overseas, this company's global reach will give you options

in the future should you want to take them.

They are hardworking, obviously, they are a top 3 contractor! They're also extremely professional and supportive

which creates a solid team environment that promotes effective collaboration. Not only this, you will be able to get

involved in the training and development schemes and take your career through to management level.

You will be entitled to private healthcare, a competitive pension scheme and car package which always helps out!

Finally, you will work on a range of new build projects but initially focus on a £50m new build car park, you can find

more details below.

Some of the key facts:

The company have a Senior Quantity Surveyor opportunity based on site in Maidenhead.

The site is a new build car park worth £50 Million that goes on for the next 3 years at least.

You will be responsible for measurements, take offs, assisting with procurement, valuations, variations,

assisting with CVR's, sub-contractor payments, final accounts and attending client meetings.

The company will offer up to £70K as a basic salary, on top of this you will also expect to receive an

impressive car package or company car, as well as a generous holiday allowance.

You must have:

Candidates are ideally asked to come from a main contracting background and a construction background

is desired but not always essential.

Ideally, a degree in Surveying or another form of construction background would be ideal but not always

essential.

A driving license would be required for site visits.

At least seven years in a surveying related role is ideal.

Step up to collect your medal.

Get in touch with Jerome Lewis on 01442 767 808!

“Construction recruitment. But not as you know it”

Home

Novo UK

3 reviews
Read what people are saying about working here.

Senior Quantity Surveyor - Bristol - Indeed.co.uk https://www.indeed.co.uk/viewjob?jk=6e8ef513745196a8&tk=1ckpmjv...

1 of 2 13/08/2018, 14:12



Apply Now

Save this job

Quantity Surveyor jobs in Bristol

Jobs at Novo UK in Bristol

Quantity Surveyor salaries in Bristol

Novo UK - 3 days ago - original job

Other jobs you may like

Managing QS
Sphere Solutions Bristol
£60,001 - £70,000 a year

Sphere Solutions - 13 days ago

Senior Quantity Surveyor - West Region
SSE Bristol

SSE - 11 days ago

Chartered/Senior Quantity Surveyor
Pick Everard Bristol BS32

Pick Everard - 18 days ago

Quantity Surveyor
Sphere Solutions Bristol
£40,001 - £50,000 a year

Sphere Solutions - 3 days ago

Independent Governor - Commercial and Estates
University of the West of England Bristol

Easily apply

6 days ago

17 newSee more recommended jobs

Senior Quantity Surveyor - Bristol - Indeed.co.uk https://www.indeed.co.uk/viewjob?jk=6e8ef513745196a8&tk=1ckpmjv...

2 of 2 13/08/2018, 14:12



Senior Quantity Surveyor
Navartis Limited - Bristol

£50,000 - £60,000 a year

Permanent

Job description

Job Title

Senior Quantity Surveyor (SQS), my client is also keen to hear from Quantity Surveyors (QS)

Location

Bristol, ideal for those based in Newport, Gloucester, Swindon or Bath

Salary / Benefits

£50,000 - £60,000 per annum, dependant on experience level, plus a car & company benefits package

Start Date

February / March 2018

Company Information

Navartis are working with a Top UK construction contractor operating in civil engineering, rail, utilities & building,

you will be part of their civil engineering and infrastructure business unit. They have been established over a 100

years and turnover more than £2 billion employing more than 5000 people in the UK.

To be suitable for the position you must have

6 years or more experience in a related commercial or Quantity Surveyors (QS) position

NEC contract experience

Civil Engineering sector experience

Although not essential it would also be advantageous if you have

A degree in a Construction or Quantity Surveying (QS) related discipline

Highways experience

Role Information

My client is a leading UK contractor. Project based role near Bristol, working on a major civil engineering project.

Full job description can be sent on request. Duties include managing junior staff, running the commercial aspects

of a section of the project, dealing with sub contractor payments and invoices, and dealing with any contractual

issues. Also intertested in hearing from QS level candidates.

Navartis Ltd is a specialist recruitment company supplying highly skilled technical and management professionals

within the global Transportation, Civil Engineering & Utility industries, if you are seeking a new position our

Home

Senior Quantity Surveyor - Bristol - Indeed.co.uk https://www.indeed.co.uk/viewjob?jk=d0c1e9ae5ba6e08c&tk=1ckpmls...

1 of 2 13/08/2018, 14:16



Apply Now

Save this job

Quantity Surveyor jobs in Bristol

Jobs at Navartis in Bristol

Quantity Surveyor salaries in Bristol

recruitment team can locate the opportunity to suit your needs.
Navartis Limited - 6 days ago - original job

Other jobs you may like

Managing QS
Sphere Solutions Bristol
£60,001 - £70,000 a year

Sphere Solutions - 13 days ago

Senior Quantity Surveyor
Novo UK Bristol
£65,000 - £75,000 a year

Novo UK - 3 days ago

Senior Quantity Surveyor - West Region
SSE Bristol

SSE - 11 days ago

Quantity Surveyor
Sphere Solutions Bristol
£40,001 - £50,000 a year

Sphere Solutions - 3 days ago

Senior Quantity Surveyor
Gold Group Bristol
£59,000 - £65,000 a year

Gold Group - 20 days ago

17 newSee more recommended jobs

Senior Quantity Surveyor - Bristol - Indeed.co.uk https://www.indeed.co.uk/viewjob?jk=d0c1e9ae5ba6e08c&tk=1ckpmls...

2 of 2 13/08/2018, 14:16




